Introduction
One of the widely used methodologies for describing the behavior of a structural system subjected to seismic excitation is response spectrum modal dynamic analysis. Several modal combination rules are proposed in the literature to combine the responses of individual modes in a response spectrum dynamic analysis. In particular, these modal combination rules are used to estimate the representative maximum value of a particular response of interest for design purposes. Furthermore, these combination rules also provide guidelines for combining the representative maximum values of the response obtained for each of the three orthogonal spatial components of an earthquake. This report mainly focuses on the implementation of different modal combination rules into GEMINI [I] .
Combination of Modal Responses
The most widely used combination rule for combining the modal responses of individual modes in a response spectrum analysis is the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) of the maximum values of the response of individual modes [a] . However, in the case of closely spaced modes, SRSS procedure significantly underestimates the true response [3, 41. Several modal combination rules are proposed in the literature to account for the effect of closely spaced modes in an unified format. In the following, a brief description of some of the widely used combination rules is presented. Let I = 1, 2, 3 represent the three orthogonal spatial components of an earthquake and i, j, k = 1, a-* N represent the individual modal response indices for N modes. Assume that the values of a particular response of interest are denoted by Rtj, where small index i (or j or Ic) is used for maximum values of individual modal responses and big index I (or J or K) is used for maximum values of the three orthogonal spatial components of an earthquake.
Square Root of Sum of Squares (SRSS)
According to this rule, the representative maximum value of a particular response of interest subjected to a single independent spatial component of a three-component earthquake is obtained by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of corresponding maximum values of the individual modal responses. Mathematically, this can be expressed as 
i=l
It should be noted that ABSSUM gives the maximum possible value for a particular response of interest.
Double Sum (DBLSUM)
As mentioned earlier, in the special case of modes that are in-phase, the maximum values of individual modes occur simultaneously and hence their combined effect is obtained by adding the individual modal responses algebraically. Further, the estimate of the maximum value obtained by SRSS rule significantly underestimates the combined response in the case of modes whose response is correlated. In general, the modal responses become correlated under two circumstances: (a) when the corresponding frequencies are close; and (b) when the modal responses are partially or totally in-phase with the input motion, irrespective of the closeness of the modal frequencies. The effect of closely spaced modes can be incorporated by assuming that each of the separate modes are correlated to one another such that the representative maximum response can be expressed in the following form R; = 5 R;k + 2 fl: c cij RIi R, k=l i=l l<j<i (3) and Eij denotes the modal correlation coeficient. The effect of phase correlation with the input motion is taken into account through the rigid response coefficients (ai) as discussed in Section 2.3.4. In the following, some of the most widely used modal correlation coefficients in the double sum rule (Eq. [3] ) are presented. 
The double sum equation in which Der Kiureghian's [8] expression is used is also called complete quadratic combination (CQC).
High Frequency Modes: Rigid Response
At high frequencies, the spectral acceleration becomes equal to the maximum ground acceleration, which is also called the zero period acceleration (ZPA). The minimum frequency at which the spectral acceleration becomes approximately equal to the ZPA, and remains equal to the ZPA is called the ZPA frequency or rigid frequency (f' or w'). At frequencies higher than the rigid frequency, the responses are in-phase (or perfectly correlated) with each other.
On the other hand, let the correlation between the modal response and the input acceleration be denoted as rigid response coefficient (ai) such that at frequencies equal to higher than the rigid frequency the response is rigid and the correlation is unity. The reader is referred to Gupta [9] for a detailed discussion on the rigid response of high frequency modes. Based on the above discussion, it is possible to divide a modal response Rli at a frequency fi < f', into two parts: the rigid part RFi and the damped periodic part R~i. Hence Rli = aiRri; RTi = (1 -C# Rli (13) such that R;i = (R;J2 + (RTi)2. M oreover, since the rigid parts are all perfectly correlated, we have R;=CRTi (14 i and the damped periodic parts are combined using the standard double sum equation
Finally, the total response can be obtained as
Substituting Eqs. [13, 14, 151 into Eq.
[16] and simplifying the result, we have
and Cij represents the modified modal correlation coefficient to incorporate the rigid response effect. The rigid response coefficients (ai or aj) can be evaluated using Qi = p&. In general, the significant response of a structure can be obtained by just considering the first few modes and neglecting the contribution from the high frequency modes. However, it is not entirely clear how many modes should be included in the analysis to obtain an accurate representation of the true behavior of the structure. Subsequently, at least in some instances, it is possible to obtain unacceptable results if the influence of the high frequency modes is not considered. One way to include the inertia effect of modes having frequencies greater than the rigid frequency is through the missing muss term which yields the residual rigid response [9, lo] . The equation of motion for an N-degree of freedom system can be expressed as
where M, C and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively; U is the relative displacement vector; Ub is the static displacement vector when the base of the structure displaces by unity in the direction of the earthquake; ii, is the earthquake ground acceleration. 
and n UbO = Ub -c w& (27) i=l As the response of the structure in modes having frequencies greater than the rigid frequency is pseudo-static, we have
Hence the maximum residual rigid response is obtained as
Grouping Method
Using this combination rule, closely spaced modes are divided into groups that include all modes having frequencies between the lowest frequency in the group and a frequency 10 % higher. The representative maximum value of a group is obtained by taking the sum of the absolute values of the corresponding maximum individual modal values of that group. Further, the representative maximum value of a particular response is obtained by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the corresponding representative maximums of all the groups. Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows: Assume that the modes can be grouped into p individual groups such that no one frequency is in more than one group. Also, assuming that 1 and m denote the lowest and highest frequency modes in the qth group, the representative maximum of each group is obtained as where Sij can be represented in a sparse matrix format. Precisely, it is this sparse matrix format of iZij that is responsible for representing the double sum rule and grouping method in an unified framework. In the following, the above procedure is illustrated using an example. Consider a total number of seven frequencies (N = 7) grouped into three groups (p = 3) such that 
where the second summation is performed over all i and j modes whose frequencies are closely spaced to each other, i.e., two modes with frequencies are tii and wj are closely spaced, if In the previous Sections 2.1-2.5, the modal combination rules for a single orthogonal component of an earthquake are presented. In the following, evaluation of the representative maximum response value from the three orthogonal individual spatial components is presented. When responses from the three earthquake components are calculated separately, the combined earthquake response is obtained by using the square root of the sum of the squares of individual spatial component representative maximum responses, i.e., where R is any response of interest and RI is the representative maximum response in the Ith direction and is obtained by using any of the modal combination rules discussed through Sections 2.1-2.5. Consider an N degree of freedom structure with a total number N modes. Let us assume that there are n modes having frequencies less than the rigid frequency f'. Also, let RIO denote the residual rigid response due to the high frequency modes. As mentioned earlier, for modes with frequencies equal to or greater than the rigid frequency f', the responses are inphase with each other, i.e., the responses are perfectly correlated. Hence the representative maximum due to these modes is given by R;=Rro+~R;i REMARK 2: It should be noted that the above result is identical to the suggested procedure by ASCE Standard [lo] for including the residual rigid response, i.e., residual rigid response can be treated as an'additional mode having a frequency equal to the ZPA or cutoff frequency.
Case 2: Response of m modes with frequencies fi 2 f'
Now, let us consider that there are m additional modes whose frequency is greater than the cutoff frequency. In such a case, CYi = 1.0 V i E (n -I 1, n + 2,. . . , n -k m)
and the modes are perfectly correlated, i.e., 2ij = 1.0 Vi, j E {n+l,n+2;.-,n+m}
Using the double sum rule, the representative maximum response can be obtained as 
and treating the m additional modes as a single mode whose representative maximum is obtained by simply summing the corresponding maximum values of m individual modes. Based on REMARK 2, it is clear that residual rigid response can also be treated as a mode whose frequency is equal to the ZPA or cutoff frequency.
Numerical Example
A five story plane frame with geometric and material properties as shown in Fig. [l] is subjected to a seismic loading obtained from El-Centro 1940 earthquake. The plane frame is idealized assuming that the mass of the entire story is located at the center of the slab using a lumped spring-mass idealization. The mass and stiffness properties of the idealized structure are shown in Fig. [l] . The input data deck for an eigenvalue solution and response spectrum analysis of the problem under consideration is given in Appendix I. The output obtained through various modal combination rules with or without residual rigid responses is given in Appendix II. The modified input documentation for response spectrum analysis using GEMINI is given in Appendix III. The reader is also referred to the previous GEMINI [l] documentations for better understanding of the input variables.
Summary
This report presents the implementation of several modal combination rules for response spectrum dynamic analysis using GEMINI. The modal combination rules include the widely used square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) rule, absolute sum rule, double sum rule, NRC double sum rule, grouping method and ten percent methods. The above rules act in conjunction with the rigid response coefficients that are used to model the effect of phase correlation with the input motion, and the residual rigid response used to account for the missing mass due to high frequency modes. These rules are implemented in an unified framework such that grouping method and ten percent method can be treated as special formats of double sum rule. A numerical example is presented to demonstrate the capabilities of various modal combination rules. Rigid Response Coeffcients In the following, the new additions to the GEMINI input deck due to the implementation of various modal combination rules are listed. The reader is referred to original GEMINI manual [l] for a detailed information on the input deck control cards.
I. Control Card (refer to Gemini Manual) 
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Cutoff Frequency Spectrum Number (IFR(l)) X-direction 
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First Rigid Response Frequency Hz (Fl(1)) X-direction 
